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Review of Vowel Group Seven
Story

Lesson 389
                            Words

I left my saddle over by the tumble weeds.  Well I 11
had to scuttle my plans and now I must handle a new 23
hurdle.  The whole project was a gamble and now 32
they will say I made a fumble.  They will heckle me. 43
I can hear their rumbles and cackles and chuckles 52
and that gets my hackles up.  Oh yes, I can hear the 64
sounds they will make, they will gurgle and guzzle 73
and jangle me.  But they can’t muzzle me.  Let them 83
try and ladle me with mumbles and with their 92
prattle.  But they will not test my mettle.  100

They did dangle and chortle on with their feeble, 109
purple praise, but now they straddle and strangle 117
and shackle and needle me because the plan I did 127
attempt came to a trickle.  Why are they like that? 137
They are fickle and will try to gobble me up with a 149
feeble drizzle of comments. 153

So I am going to buckle up and startle them with my 165
noble mettle.  I will not coddle them.  No, I will not 176
let them dribble and doodle and shuffle and stumble 185
away the twinkle in my eye.  I will not toddle off like 197
a humble turtle or an idle poodle in a jungle or a 209
pebble in a drizzle.  I will not let the rabble of the 221
crowd rumple  me.  I will dazzle and tangle and 230
struggle with them.  I will not let them strangle me or 241
haggle with me.  I will not settle for their swindle.  I 252
will not stifle my ample pride.  No, I say to them, 263
“Let’s get ready to rumble.” 268

There is no quiz for this lesson.


